


We invite you to a wholly new experience, 
one that allows you to discover the duality 
of Maldives natural beauty, under water, 

and above water. We offer you a chance like 
no other, one that gives  you the choice, to be 

as busy or as quiet as you want



Life of adventure & discovery

Nestled on the protected UNESCO Biosphere Reserve of Baa Atoll, Dhigufaru 

Island meaning “a long reef”, is the epitome of what you would imagine as an exotic 

getaway. Whether you like to kick back, relax & take in the magnificent, stunning 

beauty of the island and surrounding reef, or if you are looking for a more action 

pack, exotic adventure, we offer the perfect balance of both. 
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Boaku

Embrace in seclusion 
& tranquility

On the eastern face of the island, is the Boaku, a 

sheltered beach, shaped like a cove, allowing the 

formation of a natural pool. The seclusion and 

stillness of the water inside Boaku, make it the perfect 

setting to catch the sunrise as well as a secure place 

to let your children play.

Veli

Enchanting stretch 
of pure white sand

On the very western face is Veli, a very wide and 

expansive flat beach of pure white sand, with crystal 

clear turquoise water that goes on and on, making it 

the most magnificent & stunning backdrop to view 

the sunset.

Aanu

Captivating sound 
of breaking waves

The beach rock goes along the northern edge & 

length of the island, giving the island its unique shape, 

character, and natural protection.







Beach Villa

Room with a view
Our beach villas are scattered around the island 

perimeter to let you exploit the diverse natural 

features of the island. With stunning views and 

access to the beach front from each villa, you 

have the choice of experiencing the serenity and 

tranquility of the eastern facing Boaku, or the 

stunning magnificence of the Veli beach.
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Semi Water Villa

Home is where the sea is 
Wake up to the invigorating sounds & gentle breeze 

that rolls off the Indian ocean at our Semi Water villas. 

Perfectly placed to catch the sunrise, with magnificent 

views of the horizon, our Semi Water Villas allows you 

to have direct access to the Dhigufaru lagoon from the 

Aanu Sandrock.
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We offer a variety of cuisines and dining 
choices to suit your needs and mood. You 

can either have a romantic candlelit dining 
experience on the beach, or enjoy a more casual 

and social atmosphere with an expansive 
choice available at our island restaurant 









Dhandifulhu Restaurant

Its all about the ambiance
Designed with charm and simplicity, the space itself exemplifies 

the dining experience as well as the style of cuisines offered at 

our main restaurant.





Thundi Pool Bar

Endless view of the beach & ocean
Relax by the poolside, or enjoy the view from inside the three detached 

lounge huts surrounding the bar. The Thundi pool area is the perfect 

spot to share views of a romantic sunset, with easy access to the 

beach, as well as whole lot of entertainments.









Athiri  Specialty Restaurant

A class of its own
Our Seafood and Japanese specialty restaurant is set on water, with 

access from the beach. With uninterrupted views of the clear blue Indian 

ocean. Its the perfect setting to socialise and relax with access to large 

selection of the best wines from around the world









Funa Spa

Relax and recharge
Inspired by Maldivian traditional therapies and ancient Asian healing 

ingredients, our therapists are trained to become intimate in every 

arena of spa therapy. Our private cabanas styled treatment rooms 

within an enclosed zen garden, allows you to have full privacy and 

tranquility to help you  immerse yourself into complete relaxation.









Baraveli Kids Club

 Learn & discover
Our Kids club is more than a créche, but also a place where kids 

can get more acquainted with the island, by learning about its 

diverse natural features, as well as the unique flora and fauna of 

the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve At Baa Atoll. Our activities are 

designed to keep the kids interested and occupied throughout 

their stay, with diverse programs suited for different age groups.









Kakuni Recreation Club

Invigorate your body & spirit
Our recreation centre is located on water, with an easy access 

wooden bridge from the bar. With spectacular views over the 

sea, its perfect place to start your morning with a quick gym 

workout, or end the day socialising, with a game of pool or 

karaoke. 





Holhuashi Pavilion

Perfect watering hole to quench 
your thirst between meals
The Pavilion is located on the arrival jetty, and one of the first 

architectural features you will be able to see as you arrive on the 

island. Perfect watering hole to quench your thirst between meals, 

with an ice cream or fresh juice with some freshly baked pastries. 

Its open throughout the day, and ideal for kids of all ages.





Baa Atoll Biosphere

A protected marine ecosystem
Dhigufaru Island Resort is located in Baa Atoll, one of the 20 Atolls 

which makes up the Maldives, and the only one to join the illustrious 

list of international UNESCO Bioreserve. Comprised of 75 different 

islands, with 57 remaining uninhabited, Baa Atoll not only boasts some 

of the richest reef systems in the world, supreme setting for diving, and 

marine conservation, but shows great potential in culturally relying and 

fostering sustainable methods of livelihood through a green economy.



Lifestyle of splendor

Named after Sultana Dhaainkan’baa Dhi Kilege Mahaarehendhi, the Queen 

of Maldives from 1384to 1388 AD, a ruler who was known for her exceptional 

beauty and a lifestyle of sheer splendor, the cruise offers an unforgettable 

experience of luxury befitting and worthy of royalty sailing on the pristine waters 

of the Maldive Isles.
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Stateroom

Slumber in comfort
Dhaainkan’baa offers seven cosy and inviting 

staterooms with extra spacious bathrooms, 

expertly designed and exquisitely furnished 

for a relaxing time after a day of adventurous 

activity or slumbering in sweet dreams.
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Lounge back on the beach from the near 
comfort of your room, or take in the same 

view from the deck of your own private 
yacht, or just take the plunge underwater 

to discover the vibrant marine life, we offer 
endless opportunities to make your stay as 

thrilling and as relaxing as you want.







Experiences

Take in Maldives fully
We have an unparalleled range of activities available from both Dhigufaru 

Island Resort and Dhaainkan’baa combined. The Dhigufaru Reef with its 

flat waters and very light winds ensures perfect conditions for variety of 

water sports, while the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve at Baa Atoll, lets you 

fully discover the abundance and vibrance of Maldivian coral reefs, and 

the cultural diversity and distinctiveness of the Maldivian people.



Water sports

Go kayaking round a sand bank as the 

sun rises, or have an exciting time with 

your friends and family fun-tubing. For 

an even more active time, practice your 

skills on a jet-ski perhaps with a few 

stunts as you whizz past, wind surf or 

water ski.

Diving

Dhigufaru Island Resort being situated 

at Baa Atoll UNESCO Biosphere 

Reserve, gives you the opportunity 

to discover the most exceptional 

dive sites and dive experiences that 

Maldives is world renowned for. With 

Dhaainkan’baa you have the choice 

and flexibility of diving at your leisure 

and experience the sheer diversity of 

what Maldives has to offer.

Sand Bank Picnics

Experience unspoilt natural beauty at 

its best, being alone on a tiny little sand 

bank or a virgin island. Experience 

outdoor dining on our Dhigufaru Island 

Resort Thundi, perfect for a romantic 

dinner under the stars, listening to the 

sounds of waves as they wash on the 

beach.

Local Island Visits

A visit to a small inhabited island, where 

the population is only a few hundred at 

most, will show you a picture of the local 

culture and lifestyle. Kids strolling near 

the shore, playing with friends on the 

beach, or men and women occupied in 

daily chores show how simple life can 

be on these islands.



dhigufaru.com •  dhaainkanbaa.com


